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Present communication networks aboard aircraft carriers intro-
duce inefficiency into the aircraft handling operation. A previous study,
named CADOCS, failed to solve the problem by a method involving
computer simulation. This study proposes a solution to the aircraft
handling problem by use of a system of computer graphics terminals
and interactive or "man-in-the-loop" programming. The study includes
a proposed communication network, a discussion of the types of com-
puter graphics hardware now available, a discussion of interactive
programming, and a preliminary computer graphics program for two
displays in the proposed system.
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We are all somewhat familiar with the romantic beginnings of
Naval Aviation, and its progress from the primitive Langley to the
viable fighting force that it proved to be in World War II. In those days
of propeller aircraft the operational doctrine employed by the carriers
was to fuel and arm the bulk of the aircraft aboard, perform the mission,
return to the carrier, and repeat the process. No closed time cycle
system was required. This doctrine continued into the Korean War.
It was in the midst of this conflict that the jet made its debut as a
carrier aircraft, and caused a dramatic change in the operating
procedure.
Whereas propeller aircraft could loiter for extended periods, the
higher rate of fuel consumption of a jet aircraft demands that a much
higher flight deck availability be provided upon its return from a
mission. Hence the introduction of the cycle --a smaller number of
aircraft would be launched and, while they were performing their
mission, the remainder of the attack force would be replenished.
Then these aircraft could be launched to free the flight deck for the
returning aircraft from the first launch.
While this solution greatly eased the short endurance problem of
the jet, it also greatly compounded the problems of the evolution known

as the "respot. " Without experience aboard an operating carrier it is
difficult to imagine the complexity of the aircraft respot operation. It
is best illustrated by observing the sequence of events as a returning
aircraft recovers on the flight deck. After clearing the arresting
gear the pilot usually taxis the aircraft forward, where it is chained
down. Re-fueling and general servicing of the aircraft begin immed-
iately, even before the rest of the returning aircraft land. Upon re-
covery of all returning aircraft, those that were chained down forward
are towed aft to clear the catapults for the upcoming launch. After
being chained down again, fueling and servicing is completed on those
aircraft which still require it. Concurrently with these events, weapons
are broken out from below decks and loaded onto the aircraft. Aircraft
with maintenance problems deemed too serious or time consuming to
be ready for the next launch are either stashed out of the way on the
flight deck or snaked through the changing pattern of tightly packed
aircraft to an elevator so that they may be transported to the hanger
deck. Twenty to thirty minutes prior to launch, pilots and crewmen
stream onto the flight deck to pre-flight and man their aircraft. About
ten minutes before launch, ground support equipment (GSE) swarm
around the aircraft to provide the compressed air to start the jet
engines. Aircraft are then unchained again and taxied in an orderly
manner along predetermined routes to the various catapults where
they await their turn for launch.

Besides the confusion generated by the large number of men and
various types of equipment needed for the above evolution, the prob-
lem is further complicated by constraints such as maneuvering restric-
tions on elevator use, availability and distance limitations of aircraft
electrical sources and fuel lines, special position considerations for
weapons loading and maintenance, and the need for rapid re-planning
to accommodate unexpected mission changes and emergency situations.
The burden of most of the movement planning of aircraft for a
particular spotting arrangement falls on the Aircraft Handling Officer
(ACHO). His decisions are based on data collected via sound powered
phones, ships telephone circuits, and messenger. The information is
displayed by and on status boards and a scaled, two-dimensional model
of the flight and hanger decks upon which are placed templates of
specific aircraft in their relative positions. It is somewhat strange
that such outdated methods are employed in this very critical phase of
carrier operation; for the whole efficiency of the carrier hinges on its
ability to expeditiously and safely recover, re-arm, re-fuel, and
launch its aircraft. The lack of improvement in this area is even more
unbelievable when it is compared to the major revisions and improve-
ments which have been made in other systems such as Damage Control
Central, Combat Information Center, NTDS, and Carrier Air Tactical
Control Center.
In the mid 1960's work was begun to ease this problem with a
project called Carrier Aircraft Deck Operations Control System
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(CADOCS). This project's basic philosophy was that, since the aircraft
handling problem was of cyclic nature, it was readily adaptable to
simulation on a digital computer. By utilization of the computer's
organizational ability and efficiency it was intended that the planning
phase of flight deck handling would be both improved and accomplished
in less time. Data were to be input from various control stations,
and the computer's recommendations were to be displayed via the
cathode ray tube (CRT) of a Computer Graphics system. Unfortunately,
a suitable computer simulation of the respot evolution has yet to be
developed, and in this author's opinion is infeasible for reasons dis-
cussed in a later chapter. Nonetheless, there are aspects of the
CADOCS system which have much merit and can increase the efficiency
of aircraft handling, supply, maintenance, and weapons loading.
It is the purpose of this study to combine useful parts of the
CADOCS project and other recent studies on flight deck communication
networks into a system using computer graphics as an interactive,
rather than decision-making, system.
B. CRITIQUE OF CADOCS SYSTEM
1. Discussion
In 1966 a report entitled, An Exploratory Study of an Auto-
mated Carrier Aircraft Deck Operation Control System (NAEL-ENG-
7375) outlined a possible solution to the problem of aircraft handling
on the flight deck. The basic premise of the report was that many of

the deck handling decisions made on a carrier are of a simple, repeti-
tive type, and are thus adaptable to computerization.
The report attacked both the software and hardware aspects
of this problem. In software it tested a simple program designed to
solve uncomplicated aircraft deck movement problems. The report
described some success in the computerization of simple problems,
concluded the method was feasible, and recommended further software
development for more realistic problems. In hardware the report saw
the need for a large computer controlled display board for location in
flight deck control. In addition the report very correctly stated that
no computer is any better than the information it receives. Thus it
recommended a combination of fixed station and hand held digitalized
devices to be used by flight deck personnel as a means of direct input
to the computer.
In April 1967, a follow-up report entitled, Systems Definition
Study of Carrier Aircraft Deck Operations Control System (NAEL-ENG-
7453) was completed. This report furthered the philosophy that the
solution of the aircraft handling problem lay in the overall computeriza-
tion of the entire system. Towards this end it advocated reorganization
of the present operational system into the concept of the totally integrated
control system which consists of six functionally distinct, but inter-





3. Movement and Locator,
4. Service and Maintenance,
5. Weapon, and
6. Launching Control Subsystems.
In addition there is an Information Control Subsystem to provide
computerized facilities for the support of all mission-oriented opera-
tional subsystems. Within each subsystem there exists a decision
tree which defines the "up" or "down" status of the aircraft. Until an
aircraft satisfies the criteria of each appropriate node of the decision
tree within a subsystem, it is not passed to the next subsystem.
The underlying purpose of the decision tree in each subsystem
is to provide a way for the master program in charge of aircraft hand-
ling to ascertain the current disposition of each aircraft to facilitate
planning of the most efficient means of processing all aircraft from
retrieval to launch. In order for a computer to plan effectively the
respotting evolution, to sequence aircraft movement, to define the
flow path of each aircraft, and to determine an optimal final spot to
the degree that has been suggested by the CADOCS project, it is
necessary to have a computer program which can in fact deal with the
complex problems of actual operations with all the attendant, unpredict-
able variables. The ability to simulate an extremely simplified model
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of aircraft handling in a computer, as was done in the CADOCS report,
does not justify the idea that, by extrapolation, very complex models
can also be solved.
Another problem in an overall computer solution is that since
the computer is very much "on its own, " the aircraft position input
data must be very accurate if effective solutions are to be achieved.
In the spotting problem this is a difficult condition to meet; indeed,
without a fairly fine grid layout on the flight deck or a closely defined
set of parking spots (which would greatly restrict the versatility of
spotting options), the computer would be incapable of formulating
satisfactory spotting plans. Even if an accurate fine mesh grid could
be laid on the flight deck (and this is doubtful), to prevent collisions
the computer would have to maintain a certain buffer zone around each
aircraft which would undoubtedly lead to inefficient spotting methods.
2. Favorable Aspects of CADOCS
1. The study has focused attention on an area of carrier
operation that is in need of improvement.
2. CADOCS has shown that a more accurate means of
relaying aircraft status and position data to decision makers is
needed.
3. The study has shown that the status boards presently
used are outdated, and a better display system is needed.
4. In compilation of data from various carriers for the
study, a great disparity in standardization of operating procedures
among different ships was discovered.
12

3. Unfavorable Aspects of CADOCS
1. The seven subsystems proposed require massive re-
structuring of the flight deck handling decision process. Even if this
reorganization could be implemented, there is another implication
which would make the change undesirable -- namely, if the system
should fail, men would be forced to operate in a system designed and
optimized for computer convenience.
2. The inaccuracy of position data which would be fed into
the computer could generate unrealistic solutions.
3. Present day computers perform poorly in making subtle





As was briefly discussed in the previous chapter, an overall
computer solution of the aircraft handling problem is presently im-
practical. An alternative to the computer solution, an interactive
or computer-aided solution, is both preferable and achievable. This
chapter discusses some basic principles and demonstrates a feasible
way to achieve computer interaction.
When we use the term "interaction, " there is not only an implica-
tion of communication between intelligent entities but also a flavor of
communication with facility. With this in mind, the usual methods of
communicating with a computer (by means of punched cards and printed
output) hardly fulfill the concept of interaction. Computer scientists
have been aware of this shortcoming for some time and with the
development of third generation computers, the micro- computer,
and with the recent rapidly increasing technology in computer control-
led CRT's, feasible "interactive" systems have become possible.
There are many ways to achieve a computer initiated display,
but each technique is a variation of the following description. All
depend upon the cathode ray tube (CRT), in which a stream of elec-
trons is passed between electrically charged plates to be focused on
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an electron sensitive phosphorus screen. One pair of charged plates
controls the vertical (y) deflection of the beam and the other pair
controls the horizontal (x) deflection. (See Figure 1. ) In operation,
a control word is sent from the Central Processor Memory to the
CRT Display Controller via a refresh buffer. (This buffer allows
the terminal to frequently refresh or retrace the picture sent from
the main computer and prevents the presentation from fading. ) The
CRT Display Controller uses information contained in the control
word to determine which x and y signals to send to the deflection
plates and whether to turn on the electron beam while the x-y signal
is applied to the plates. If the beam is turned on, changing the x-y
signal to the deflection plates causes a line to be drawn on the screen
by the electron beam sweeping to its new x-y coordinates. A picture
can be created by using several data words to define the x-y coor-
dinates of the line segments to be drawn. Through the use of special
circuits, called character generators, alphanumeric characters are
also easily drawn.
As was mentioned above, it is necessary to refresh the presenta-
tion on the CRT to prevent display fading. If the display is not refreshed
often enough (at least 40 times a second) the eye can discern the un-
desirable phenomenon called "flicker", which is observable brighten-
ing and fading of the display. Besides the elimination of flicker, the
refresh process can be utilized to allow a user to designate a group of
15

text or a particular graphics figure on the CRT by simply touching a
photo- sensitive wand or lightpen to the region of the CRT where the
material to be selected is displayed. This is achieved by sending an
interrupt to the computer when the lightpen senses the electron beam
retracing the text to which it is pointing. Since the computer "knows"
which group of text it was retracing when interrupted, it "knows"
which group of text the user wished to designate.
When very large amounts of text or graphics figures are drawn,
the electron beam can no longer retrace the display quickly enough to
prevent flicker. If, however, the particular application of the CRT
requires large amounts of text to be displayed, a flicker-free display
called the storage tube may be advantageous. With the storage tube
display, text and graphics figures are placed on the CRT screen with
an electron beam in a manner similar to a refresh- type tube, but the
screen is designed to hold the pattern without a refresh requirement.
Since there is no retrace of the screen for the lightpen to sense, the
lightpen option is not available with a storage tube.
B. INTERACTIVE PROGRAMMING
The rapid input and retrieval capability of a computer graphics
system make it possible to accrue enormous amounts of current in-
formation in the computer's data bank. It is not difficult to imagine
how an overabundance of data can confuse more than help a decision
16

making process. For this reason, it is necessary to use modern
methods of interactive or "man-in-the-loop" programming to aid
the decision process.
It is necessary here to clearly define the notions of computer
solution and computer interaction. In a computer solution, data are
fed into the computer in a manner analogous to the way sensory per-
ceptions are fed into the human brain. The computer then "decides"
or provides a solution to a problem according to the algorithm, or
recipe, which was programmed into it. Thus in the case of the spot-
ting problem on the flight deck, for an overall computer solution the
entire operation must be verbalized within the computer; and addition-
ally all of the possible correct alternatives for any existing situation
must be pre-programmed into the system. In the case where more
than one alternative exists, each alternative must be "weighted" in
light of the overall situation, to enable the computer to make a
selection.
In a computer interactive system, data are also fed into the
computer; but when alternatives exist, the computer presents the
alternatives to the human, together with the data needed to make the
decision, and lets the human make the selection.
A key technique of effective interactive programming is a method
called programming by anticipation. By this method the desires of a
user are anticipated and choices are presented which include all
17

possibilities. This method allows the user to select a desired option
rather than specify that option, thereby allowing, for example, a
1
lightpen action rather than requiring entry of an alphabetic command.
But programming by anticipation achieves more than just simplification
of command input. By carefully planning the options to be presented
to the user, the very structure of the decision process is improved.
Because his alternatives are constantly before him, the user will be
better able to determine the best course of action in a high noise
environment.
By use of the method of "programming by anticipation" a fairly
high degree of interaction in non-abstract types of problems can be
achieved. To illustrate anticipatory programming, consider the
hypothetical case in which an aircraft on the flight deck requires
maintenance on the hanger deck. A menu page could be displayed on
a graphics terminal listing the general aircraft evolutions which would
be encountered by a particular decision maker, in this case the ACHO.
He could select the evolution involving transferral of aircraft from the
flight deck to the hanger deck with a touch of a lightpen to the display.
The terminal would then display the up-to-date status and availability
of all equipment that would be directly involved with the evolution, and




"Use of Interactive Graphics to Solve Numerical
Problems, " Scientific Applications, v. 13, p. 631, October 1970.

decision, he touches the lightpen to one of the anticipated decisions
listed on the screen and the terminal takes the desired action. It
might add the information to a spot sheet; or it might take no action
at all if the ACHO determines that with the given availability, the air-
craft should remain where it is until a later time. The point is that
the computer is aiding the decision maker by helping him to remember
what equipment is involved, and presenting alternatives that were
carefully thought out beforehand. Additionally, once the decision is
made the terminal passes the word to the involved stations, records
the information in its data banks (in case the decision infringes on
future evolutions), and takes care of the necessary paper work. Thus,
with well thought out anticipatory programming, a decision can be
made with a much broader base of information and in a much shorter
time.
C. CURRENT AVAILABLE HARDWARE
Due to the recent expansion of computer graphics utilization by
industry, there has been a proliferation of new equipment and available
options. Some options are discussed below in terms of their useful-
ness in the flight deck handling problem.
1. Display Options
One of the problems encountered in past proposals for com-
puterized displays for the ACHO was that the CRT's were too small to
allow the aircraft representations to be large enough to overlay
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information and still be in scale with the representation of the flight
deck. There are at least two solutions now available -- the large
screen projection display system and the LITHOCON silicon storage
tube.
a. Large Screen Projection System
The large screen projection system uses the output of a
small, high- resolution CRT (controlled by the computer) and optically
projects and enlarges an image of the display to up to a five foot
square size. A drawback of the system is that a throw distance of
ten feet is required to project the image for a five foot square display.
An additional three feet are required for the CRT and optical equip-
ment; thus approximately 13 feet of space must be free either behind
or in front of the screen. The space presently available in Flight
Deck Control would probably not accommodate a system of this size;
however, minor alterations are possible which could greatly reduce
system size. The CRT and projection unit could be placed at ground
level in an enclosure. The projection could then be turned by a mirror
to a screen mounted horizontally (table-top fashion). The screen size
would be somewhat less than five feet square; but a display of 2%_3
feet square should be adequate for a suitable flight deck presentation.
b. LITHOCON Silicon Storage Tube
The LITHOCON silicon storage is part of a Princeton
801 intelligent terminal system. In this system, display information
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is written on a target of the LITHOCON tube by an electron beam,
and is stored there as a pattern of charges. A raster scan (the type
of scan used in television) of a small square, or window, of the
LITHOCON tube's target is then presented to the viewer on a full
sized CRT. The viewer has an option to "zoom in" on the display
(accomplished internally by decreasing the size of the window to be
presented on the CRT) for up to a 16:1 magnification factor. The
zoom control consists of a joystick for manual X_Y positioning of the
image center, and a size control allowing area magnification of 4:1,
9:1, 16:1, and 4/3. Thus a picture of the carrier and aircraft could
be input to the LITHOCON target and the operator could either view
the entire picture or zoom in on any desired position.
2. Hard Copy Feature
There are special copiers available to reproduce hard copies
of the CRT presentation. The operator simply presses a button and a
hard copy is produced in approximately eight seconds. This applica-
tion would allow the ACHO to set up a special deck arrangement on the
display and then make hard copies of the presentation for the handlers
to use in movement of the aircraft.
3. Interactive Hardware
The light pen is an excellent interactive tool for use with the
CRT, but it is not available with a storage tube display. If a storage
tube display is used, good interaction can be achieved by programming
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function switches for option selection, by numbering options and
using a keyboard input for their selection, and by selecting options
via an electronic cursor positioned by a joystick or track ball.
4. Character Generators
Alphanumeric text may be created by several different types
of inexpensive character generators. Although the techniques of
character generation vary, their net effect is the same -- upon receipt
of a coded instruction they generate the character specified. Since
flight deck displays will involve figures representing aircraft, it would
be advantageous to have a character generator for each type of aircraft
outline desired, as well as for alphanumeric symbols. This would
eliminate the need to store data for creation of the graphics blocks of
each aircraft, and in addition would greatly reduce the number of bits
that would have to be sent between terminals to convey aircraft position-
ing data.
5. Color CRT
While a CRT capable of displaying vectors and text in color
would be very useful in the flight deck spotting application, it is doubt-
ful that the added usefulness would justify the additional cost of the
CRT (approximately four times the cost of a black-white presentation)
and the increased complexity of the overall system.
6. Terminals
Recent developments in mini-computers have promoted a
change in concept for the designs of computer systems from a central
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unit with large memory resources controlling remote input/output
devices to a system of linked, intelligent terminals capable of both
storing and processing their own data. In this latter system there is
usually a slightly superior master terminal which controls slave
terminals, but the slave terminals have a stand-alone capability.
Although intelligent terminals have incredible processing and program-
ming options and sizable storage capability, their physical dimensions
(including a CRT presentation) are comparable to a cabinet-model
television.
Intelligent terminals are inexpensive and are equipped with
hardware and interface options too numerous to list in this study.
While some of these options are considered and recommended in this
study, it is noteworthy to mention that suitable alternatives exist today
and others are constantly being developed and manufactured.
D. COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
The implementation of a graphics information system would have
some behavioral effects on the participants in the spotting evolution,
therefore a consideration of the results of behavioral science studies
of communication networks is appropriate.
1. Basic Networks
Communication networks refer to the arrangement of com-
munication channels in an organization. Figure 2 shows three rep-
resentations of communication networks. Each node represents a
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person or station which may pass or receive information to or
from another connected station. Notice that the circle has no natural
leader and that each member has direct communication only with his
immediate neighbor. The wheel, on the other hand, automatically
defines a leader who has a direct information input from every node
in the organization. The wheel has a highly centralized structure,
2
and the person in the center is said to have a high centrality index.
Many studies have been made not only of the wheel and circle,
but also of numerous other structures with varying degrees of central-
ization. Before applying the results of these studies it is necessary to
consider the type of information that is to be passed. Information is
categorized as simple or complex. Complex information implies a
sense of abstraction; whereas, simple information would be of a type
that is already understood by the members of the organization. Since
the information in flight deck evolutions would definitely be classified
as simple, results of the studies as they apply to the simple category
will be presented.
The results of the studies are remarkably in agreement:
that in the passage of simple information, the wheel (or most
2
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centralized structure) is the fastest, most efficient, and least error
prone of any of the structures. The drawback of a highly centralized
structure was that it had an isolatory effect on the non- centralized
3
members of the structure.
Non- central members, who can only communicate with one or
two elements of the organization, become mesmerized with their own
functions and generally fail to view their duties as they relate to the
entire operation. The immediate result of this narrow view of the
operation is that the isolated members tend to make requests that
seem reasonable to them but are, in fact, not compatible with the
organization's capability. When these requests are rejected by the
decision maker in the central position of the communication network,
the isolated members feel even more estranged. Some additional
consequences of isolating members in a network are:
1. Loss of system effectiveness due to time lost in the
rejection of unreas.onable requests.
2. Low morale of isolated members due to their decreased
sense of belonging.
3. Inability of isolated members to make innovative sug-
gestions due to their lack of system- wide information.




2. Computer Graphics Communication Network
The ideal network would be one that would allow peripheral
members to operate in their domain of interest without excessive
distraction, and yet give them a view of the overall operation of the
organization. Conventional communication systems such as the tele-
phone or teletype are too time consuming in information passage to
relay significant amounts of data, and at best give only a piecemeal
perspective of organizational activities.
A computer graphics system would give the capability for a
highly centralized structure for information passage in that the system,
in its central position, would have access to data from all the peri-
pheral stations. But the computer graphics system would also be
able to provide every peripheral station with the same organized data
that the central member receives -- thus overcoming the isolatory
drawback of the conventional centralized system. (Figure 2c illus-
trates the effective communication capabilities of a computer graphics
system. ) Since a computer graphics system allows data to be pre-
sented in either a text or pictorial format, a well designed set of
displays can provide the peripheral members with the high-quality




III. PROPOSED COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
A. DISCUSSION
As a preliminary communication system concerned only with the
handling problem, graphics terminals would be located in the key
decision area and at periphery points where there is special need of
input and retrieval of information. Special note should be taken that
with modern off-the-shelf intelligent terminals no central processor
will be required; rather both processing and storage of data will be
performed at each terminal.
Proposed locations for graphics terminals are:
1. Flight Deck Control
2. Primary Flight Control
3. Hanger Deck Control
4. Squadron Maintenance Offices.
(Additionally, data will be input from the flight deck as discussed in
Section B. 5 of this chapter. Also see Figure 3. ) Each location, with
the exception of Flight Deck Control, will require one intelligent ter-
minal with a CRT display. Since Flight Deck Control is the focal
point for the major handling decisions, two terminals are recommended
for this location to provide the ACHO and the AWMC the flexibility and
independence required to input and retrieve data for their respective
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duties. In each intelligent terminal, storage is set aside to hold
several matrices which contain all the data pertaining to the handling
evolution. Since each terminal contains its own processor, the raw
data held in the matrices may be organized by the terminal and dis-
played on its CRT in a format which best suits the user of the terminal.
As the user of a terminal inputs his requests, decisions, or correc-
tions to his terminal, the appropriate matrices are changed; and the
same changes are transmitted by data link circuits to the other ter-
minals in order to update their data matrices. Thus the matrices in all
the terminals are continually corrected to reflect inputs made through-
out the system. Although storing duplicate data and requiring intel-
ligent terminals at each station might seem an inefficient use of
equipment, there are several advantages of this approach as opposed
to the use of a central processor system. Principal differences of
the two systems are:
1. With intelligent terminals more flexibility in display
formats at each station is possible.
2. If a central processor were used to accumulate data
from remote inputs, the central unit would have to
format the information for each terminal and transmit
the organized data, in addition to the display commands
to each terminal, by a multiplexor or time sharing
technique. This would result in less service to the
28

terminals and require an enormous increase in the
number of bits to be transmitted by the data link as a
result of the need to send the display instructions.
3. The program of a centralized system would be com-
plicated and would not lend itself to easy display format
changes.
4. If the intelligent terminals were linked together in a
non- series fashion (preferably by a central bus design),
failure of one terminal would minimally degrade the
system's effectiveness. In a centralized system, failure
of the central processing unit would incapacitate the
system.
B. INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS AT STATIONS
For this preliminary proposal for an information system, the
exact formats of the displays and the data required for all stations
were not studied. However, a display for the ACHO and a display for
squadron maintenance personnel were designed and programmed to
gain insight into storage requirements and general feasibility of the
system. (See Chapter IV and the Appendix for a detailed explanation
of these displays. ) Combining the experience gained in designing
these displays with a knowledge of the handling evolution, it is anti-
cipated that the following types of information will be put in and
retrieved at specific locations.
29

1. Flight Deck Control
a. ACHO
In his role as decision maker, the ACHO will primarily
use the system to survey the current situation of the handling evolution.
He will have access to information pertaining to aircraft positions on
the flight and hanger decks, current fuel states of aircraft, overall
status of all aircraft, status of flight deck equipment, fuel stations,
power cables, etc. The main system inputs of the ACHO would be
the results of his spotting decisions, proposed spotting schemes,
items requiring action, and other information resulting from his
decisions. In addition he could use the system to output hard copies
of any of the above items (including spot sheets).
b. Airwing Maintenance Chief
Since the AWMC's duties are closely tied to those of
the ACHO, his terminal would be organized to give him much the
same information as used by the ACHO. More emphasis, however,
would be placed on displays optimally organized to show aircraft
status. Besides a list showing status of all aircraft, lists could be
displayed showing up-aircraft on the flight deck, up-aircraft on the
hanger deck, aircraft preferred for flight on a particular event as
specified by the squadrons, etc.
Since the AWMC has more freedom of movement about
the flight and hanger decks than the ACHO, he could input changes
into the data matrices of the system as he observes discrepancies.
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2. Primary Flight Control
Since Primary Flight Control affords the best view of the
flight deck, an operator here would use a lightpen and graphics ter-
minal to continuously update the actual positions of the aircraft on
the flight deck. In addition, he could respond to interrogations on his
CRT concerning confirmation of a particular aircraft's position on
the flight deck.
3. Hanger Deck Control
The Hanger Deck Officer could use his terminal to gain an
overall view of the handling situation. In particular, he would benefit
by having timely information of planned aircraft movement to or from
the hanger deck. Hanger deck personnel would be required to input
aircraft positions on the hanger deck in the same manner as the
Primary Flight Control observer.
4. Squadron Maintenance Office
The displays for the squadron maintenance terminals would
be designed to aid squadron personnel in planning their own mainten-
ance requirements and allow expeditious entry of squadron related
information into the system. Information provided to the squadron
should include specific position of all aircraft on the flight and hanger
decks, fueling status of aircraft, position of aircraft in relation to
functional power and SINS cables, spotting intentions of the ACHO,
etc. Availability of this information should reduce unreasonable
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requests to the handling organization from the squadron. For example,
a squadron having a presentation of all the aircraft on the flight deck
and hanger deck would "learn" when it is not reasonable to request
service for an aircraft that is "blocked-in. " Additionally, by observ-
ing the position of their aircraft in relation to functional power stations
and other aircraft, squadron maintenance personnel would be better
able to plan their own maintenance schedule.
Information that would be input into the system by the squad-
ron to aid the ACHO would include: aircraft up/down status, the
estimated time aircraft will be in an up status, aircraft that will be
preferred for particular events, and special requests such as de-
fueling, high-power engine tests, etc.
5. Data Inptit from Flight Deck
The justification of the proposed system, with regard to
utility, hinges on the ability to input current information into the
system quickly. This problem was addressed by the preliminary
CADOCS study and the solution proposed was to have both fixed and
portable input devices conveniently located to allow flight deck per-
sonnel to input specified information to the system. In context of
the proposed graphics system, it is desirable to input data concerning
aircraft fuel state, status of aircraft with regard to the next launch,
and status of various power cables and fuel lines.
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No additional personnel would be required to input these
data into the system. The fuels Petty Officer presently interrogates
the pilot of each returning aircraft to determine his fuel on board.
This figure is then subtracted from the fuel state of the aircraft after
re-fueling to determine how much to bill the squadron for fuel
received. With the hypothetical portable device the Fuels Petty
Officer could quickly achieve four services:
1. By entering the fuel state of the aircraft, the status
displays and the fuel state overlaid on each aircraft
of the flight deck display would be updated to reflect
his input.
2. This amount of fuel would be retained by the computer
so that billing could be done automatically after re-
fueling is completed.
3. At the same time he could enter the up/down status of
the aircraft with regard to the upcoming launch, as
reported to him by the pilot or Squadron Mainten-
ance Chief.
4. The various fuel and power cable stations could be
numbered consecutively, allowing him to enter simply
a number and an up/down code when information as to




This information would greatly assist the ACHO, who is
planning the re- spot while the recovery is in progress.
C. HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
1. Memory
In order to provide information to the various stations dis-
cussed in Section A of this chapter it is necessary to store certain
data in matrices and pass it to involved terminals. In addition, a
certain amount of memory is required by each terminal to organize
and create the various displays to be presented on the CRT at each
terminal. In the following sections is presented an estimate of mem-
ory required for storage and display of essential matrices for the
proposed graphics system. The basis for the estimation is a graphics
program that was written by the author as a preliminary display study
for the flight deck handling problem. While extravagant use of core
is not advocated, keep in mind that with present day technology core
storage in intelligent terminals is no longer the severe constraint that
it was in the past. (For purposes of the below discussion, "word"
refers to a 16-bit computer word since this is the predominant word
size used in graphics terminals. )
a. Aircraft Data Matrix
This matrix contains a column for each aircraft with
data for the aircraft contained in the rows. For each aircraft the






4. The X-Y position on the graphics presentation
5. The angular orientation of the aircraft on the flight
deck.
6. Remarks Code -- a two-digit code is used to cross-
reference a table of remarks in the memory of each
terminal. This will reduce the number of bits re-
quired to be passed between terminals to add a
remark to the aircraft description.
7. Intensity of the aircraft display symbol on the CRT.
By using logical bit manipulation, these data can easily
be represented by 144 bits or nine 16-bit words. (Besides reducing
storage required, compression of data and subsequent use of logical
bit manipulation reduces the number of bits to be transmitted between
terminals. If a circuit were dedicated to the system of terminals, it
is doubtful, with the speed of bit transmission now available, that
this compression will be necessary. ) If data are to be kept for 100
aircraft, only 900 words will be required.
b. Spot Sheet Matrix
This matrix will carry the results of the ACHO's spot-
ting decisions. If he were allowed to select ten aircraft to travel up
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or down any or all of the four elevators, in addition to 60 go-aircraft
and 20 spare-aircraft, a 4 X 80 matrix would be required, or 320
words.
c. Power Cable Matrix
This matrix carries data giving the Up/Down status of
power and SINS cables. Using logical bit manipulation, ten words
can carry status information for all cables.
d. Words Required for Display Format at Terminals
In order to display an alphanumeric string on a CRT, at
least one text block must be established. This text block consists of
a couple of control words followed by the string to be displayed. If,
for example, a string of 80 characters were to be displayed in a single
text block and two control words were required for each text block,
42 words would be required to display this string with one text block.
(There are two characters/word in a 16-bit word. ) Since the displays
involved in the spotting problem require for the most part very short
strings of text, it would be wasteful to allocate 40 or 50 words to each
text block. As most options to be displayed are within ten characters,
a seven-word text block would be advantageous for most terminals.
(An exception to this would be the terminal used by the AWMC, since
the status information of most interest to him consists of lengthy text
strings. ) A given terminal must have enough memory available to
store the basic data that it will display, with enough core left over to
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accommodate the display requiring the most text blocks. The par-
ticular display on any terminal that requires the most text blocks
will be called the critical display for that terminal.
The critical display for the ACHO's terminal is the presentation
of the flight deck and aircraft. Four text blocks will be required for
each aircraft in order to show side number, fuel state, squadron
event preference, and aircraft outline (assuming a single character
generator is used to display the aircraft outline. ) Thus, 240 text
blocks or 1680 words are required for this portion of the presentation.
Supporting text for options and lists should take at most 1000 words
for a total of 2680 words required for the display aspect of the ACHO's
terminal.
For the AWMC the critical display will be status-of-all-aircraft
display. If the text block length for this terminal is set at 26 words
(allowing 48 characters /text block) and two columns of 40 lines (one
text block/line) are displayed, then 80 text blocks or 2080 words will
be required for the display aspect.
For the Primary Flight Control and Squadron displays the critical
display will be the display of the flight deck and aircraft; however, the
requirements will not be as high as for the ACHO's display. This
reduction in word requirement is achieved by displaying only the air-
craft side number on the aircraft outline on the flight deck. The
reasons for this apparent degradation of information at the squadron
and Primary Flight Control stations are:
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1. The operator at Primary Flight Control has no need of
any information other than side number overlaid on each
aircraft.
2. The reason for integrating information on the aircraft
outline on the ACHO's display was to enhance spotting
decisions. The addition of fuel state and squadron event
preference on the aircraft outline is of no benefit to squad-
ron maintenance personnel who are chiefly concerned with
position of their aircraft in terms of accessibility and
proximity to operative power sources. (Squadron per-
sonnel can determine fuel state from the squadron status
display. )
3. Since a smaller CRT accompanies the squadron terminal,
excessive information would clutter the screen.
Taking this reduction into account, only 1500 words will
be required for the display aspect of the flight deck presentation at the
squadron and Primary Flight Control levels.
Since the Hanger Deck Officer is faced with a decision
process similar to the ACHO, the same general format display will be
given him as the ACHO. Thus, his critical display will require 2380
words.
e. Summary of Memory Requirements
The approximate total core required at a terminal is the
sum of its matrix storage word- requirements critical display word-
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requirements, and its program/subroutine requirements. On this
basis the following estimates of core requirements at each terminal
for the flight deck handling displays are made in terms of 16-bit words:
1. Flight Deck Control
AWMC - 8000 words
ACHO - 8000 words
2. Hanger Deck Control - 8000 words
3. Primary Flight Control - 4000 words




A basic requirement for a system of intelligent ter-
minals is communications circuitry to carry data transmissions
among the various stations. Since intelligent terminals have off-the-
shelf interface equipment which permit the use of commercial tele-
phone circuitry for this purpose, an obvious candidate for interconnec-
tion aboard ship is the ship's telephone circuits.
A recent study of communications aboard several aircraft
4 . ,
. . . ,
carriers found existing maintenance communication circuits inadequate
for even existing voice message traffic. The study made a recom-
mendation for the addition of circuits compatible to a central control
4Naval Air Systems Command, R21-040-II, Final Report:
Carrier Aircraft Support Study/Cass), p. 8-9, Dec. 1971.
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unit, keyboard unit, CRT unit, and a printer. If in fact the findings
of this study represent the existing situation aboard aircraft carriers
and if partial or full dedication of a few circuits to data transmission
cannot be realized, then implementation of the proposed graphics
system will depend on the addition of adequate circuitry.
b. Rates of Data Flow
Existing state-of-the-art intelligent terminals have
interface equipment available, capable of data transmission and
reception of up to 9600 baud (bits/second). In the proposed system
the largest block of data that would have to be passed is the aircraft
data matrix, which consists of 14, 400 bits of information. Even if
this entire matrix were to be sent (this would be required only at
system initialization), only 1.5 seconds would be required for data
transmission and acceptance. A lower rate of 4800 baud would be
less demanding on circuit requirements and would only increase the
time requirement to 3.0 seconds. Transmission times could be
minimized by sending data out only when some type of update is made
at a terminal, and then by sending only data that were affected by the
update. If connecting circuitry were not continuously available
between terminals, altered data could be held in a buffer until trans-
mission was possible.
In summary, existing achievable data transmission rates





The choice of a terminal for a particular station in the flight
deck handling problem should be made by applying the following criteria:
1. Overall size of the terminal and associated equipment
in relation to the compartment it must occupy.
2. Memory available for a unit meeting criteria 1.
3. Size of the required CRT presentation.
4. Data transmission rates available.
5. Available options such as lightpens, function switches,
hard- copy capability, etc.
6. Cost of equipment.
Practically all state-of-the-art equipment is capable of
meeting the memory and data transmission needs of the proposed
system; therefore the following recommendations as to terminal
type at a particular station are made with the remaining criteria as
a basis. Costs cited are current gross preliminary estimates for
non-militarized versions not including installation and required cir-
cuitry, and are cited only to provide a measure of the scope of the
problem.
a. Flight Deck Control
In Flight Deck Control a display will be required for both
the ACHO and the AWMC because of the volume of input required at
this location. Due to the rapid interactive needs of the ACHO, his
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display should have a lightpen capability, thus a refresh-type display
(vice a storage tube display) would be required. In addition his display
should be large enough to provide at least a two-thirds view of the
flight deck with to-scale aircraft outlines of approximately 1 inches
in length. To meet this requirement, a screen 18-19 inches wide
would be adequate. (For a full flight deck presentation with 1 inch
aircraft outlines, a 27-inch width screen would be required. ) The
most promising prospect for these requirements is the Large Screen
Projected Display System made by General Dynamics, modified as
suggested in Chapter II, Section la to meet space requirements. No
cost figures are available at this time (because of the recommended
modification); however, the commercial cost of the system is estimated
to be less than $15K.
The AWMC will not require so large a display because
he can easily consult the ACHO's display if he requires aircraft
position information. His primary information needs will be status of
i t
airwing aircraft and flight deck yellow gear , which would require the
presentation of large amounts of text. Since flicker becomes a prob-
lem on a refresh-type display when large amounts of text are displayed,
a storage-type display is recommended for the AWMC. (Since informa-
tion to be input at the terminal of the AWMC does not require a high
degree of interaction, keyboard input of data would be adequate; so
loss of the lightpen option is not a prohibitive drawback. ) The
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Princeton 801 Terminal with a LITHOCON silicon tube described in
Chapter II. C. would be suitable for this application. The unit has
a maximum data transmission rate of 2400 baud; but since it will be
directly connected to the master terminal of the ACHO, this would be
no problem. The standard screen size for this unit is a 10" X 10"
CRT; however, larger screens are both available and recommended.
Present commercial cost of the unit is $8024 including the zoom
feature and data transmission interface equipment.
A hard-copy capability is recommended for the ACHO's
terminal in Flight Deck Control. This would allow the ACHO to
arrange a proposed spotting plan for special evolutions on his display,
and then output a hard copy of how he desired the flight deck to be
organized (including even side numbers on the aircraft). Current
prices for hard copiers producing copies in 8-18 seconds at five cents/
copy is about $4000.
Total cost of the civilian version of equipment in Flight
Deck Control is estimated to be $27. 5K.
b. Primary Flight Control
In Primary Flight Control the principal duty of the
operator will be to input position of aircraft on the flight deck by
arranging the aircraft outlines on his display to coincide with their
actual position. Since this will require a high degree of interaction,
a display with a lightpen capability is recommended. Since a
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large-screen projected display system would be impractical at this
station due to size constraints, it is recommended that a 17-inch
width CRT be used with a programmed zoom feature and a program-
med X-Y shift of the presentation. For the spotting problem, it will
be necessary to depict only the flight deck and aircraft side numbers.
General Dynamics manufactures a 2 1-inch CRT in a militarized ver-
sion that would be suitable for this station at an estimated cost of $8K.
c. Hanger Deck Control
Since this study's attention was focused on the flight
deck spotting problem, an in depth review considering all facets of
hanger deck operation was not made. However, a knowledge of air-
craft position and status on the hanger would greatly benefit both the
ACHO and squadron maintenance personnel. A terminal similar to
the one recommended for Primary Flight Control with 8K of memory
should be adequate for this purpose in addition to providing the capa-
bility to handle other requirements of the Hanger Deck Officer.
d. Squadron Maintenance
Due to the ease of interaction which a lightpen affords
a relatively untrained operator, a refresh-type display would be
beneficial for the squadron station. However, since the rate of data
input required at this station is relatively low, and present editing
and input methods for storage tubes require little more skill than
required for a standard typewriter, a terminal with a storage type
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tube would also be adequate. This unit should be a single chassis
design with a 17-inch diagonal CRT and would occupy little more
space than a conventional teletype. For flight deck spotting con-
siderations alone, hard-copy equipment is not recommended for the
squadron level terminal; however, the terminal should have a hard-
copy capability in case later expansion of the system dictates a need
for the option. Estimated cost for each squadron (for civilian ver-
sions of either refresh or storage-type displays) is $8K.
e. Flight Deck
Critical information is entered into the system from the
Flight Deck as discussed in Section A_6 of this chapter. There are
three general types of input devices that could be used to enter this
information:
1. A completely portable device.
2. A portable device requiring connection to fixed
jacks located at the edges of the flight deck.
3. A fixed position device located at practical
locations.
Of these three possibilities, the completely portable
device provides by far the most expeditious means of data entry and
is therefore highly recommended for development.
Figure 4 shows a suggested design for a portable input
device with the following features:
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1. For durability, numbers in the windows would be
set by mechanical thumbwheels.
2. The data input would be partitioned and include two
"send" buttons so that data pertaining to either air-
craft or flight deck equipment could be sent inde-
pendently.
3. An acknowledge light would be required to signal
the user that data were accepted by the terminals.
4. The device would have an enable lock to prevent
unauthorized personnel from entering spurious data,
5. Dials would be internally illuminated to facilitate
night use.
6. The device would be operated in a frequency range
to comply with EMCON standards.
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IV. A GRAPHICS PROGRAM TO AID AIRCRAFT HANDLING
The previous chapter outlined a proposed graphics system and
listed possible types of information to be inputted and retrieved from
the various terminals. This chapter discusses the computer graphics
displays of a program written by the author on a computer system
described in Appendix A, and describes the use of the program in an
actual flight deck situation. Some concepts from the CADOCS study
and the Carrier Aircraft Support Study (CASS), Volume II, were
adopted in the program.
A. DISPLAYS OF THE GRAPHICS PROGRAM
Two displays were designed -- one depicting the flight deck and
aircraft (Figure 5) and the other showing a squadron status board
(Figure 7). Specific actions of each option on the displays are des-
cribed in Appendix B and Appendix C.
The information overlaid on each aircraft (described on Figure 6)
is continually updated and positioned by the computer. The aircraft
are easily moved about the deck on the display by selecting the
"MOVE" option with the lightpen and then touching the aircraft to be
moved. Then the aircraft will follow the lightpen anywhere on the
screen. If the nose of the aircraft is touched with the lightpen, the
aircraft may be rotated to any desired orientation.
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The display for the squadron status information (Figure 7)
allows squadron personnel to input predicted and actual maintenance
status information of their aircraft and, in addition, make certain
requests to the ACHO. The display is designed by anticipatory
programming methods and requires only the lightpen for data input.
B. APPLICATION
While the program which was written would be useful for any
aircraft handling situation, its real value is best demonstrated in the
stress situations that frequently occur on an aircraft carrier. To
illustrate the use of the system in a high stress situation, the follow-
ing scenario is presented to exercise the designed system. Remember
that although each user will have the particular display that is most
useful to his needs, all displays are available to each user on his
CRT.
For the purpose of illustration, suppose that a change in mission
is initiated for Event 6 (launch 6) at the Flag level and relayed to the
command structure. Once the strike plan has been determined, the
ready rooms, Air Officer, and ACHO are notified over the 19 MC
intercom.
The squadrons immediately begin to evaluate the changes neces-
sary in aircraft assignment to best accomplish the revised mission
and compromise where necessary to be prepared for subsequent
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missions. Suppose a squadron is required to supply four aircraft,
and six aircraft are suitable for the revised mission. By checking
the CRT displays of the flight and hanger decks, squadron personnel
can determine which aircraft are fueled and most suitable, because
of proximity to operative power cables and/or location, for Event 6.
With a lightpen the squadron decision maker touches "CHANGE
STATUS' and an aircraft he nominates to go on Event 6, for example
aircraft 304. (See Figure 7. ) The entire status line of 304 then
appears in the "change status" box ready for alteration. In Figure 6
the change to the remarks column has already been made. ) Again
with the lightpen he touches the section of the change box which he
wishes to alter and then touches the words he wishes to be added;
in this case, "EVENT" and " *6* ". When his corrections on aircraft
304 are complete he touches "UPDATE" and the corrected version of
304 appears on the status list. Simultaneously on the flight deck dis-
play, aircraft 304 has a "6" added to show that the squadron would
prefer to have that aircraft go on Event 6.
At this same time all of the other squadrons are making their
preferences known in the same manner. After the preferences are
input, the ACHO can now make his spotting decisions by using the
display shown on Figure 5. Since aircraft fuel state, aircraft status,
and squadron preference are integrated with the actual position of
the aircraft on the flight deck, an optimal spotting plan is enhanced.
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With a lightpen, the ACHO touches "GO A/C" and begins to touch
aircraft he wants to go on the Event 6 launch. (Of course, a provision
exists which allows him to correct mistakes easily. ) As he touches
each aircraft, that aircraft "brightens up" on his display, to become
conspicuous, and thus help him evaluate the overall effect of his
decisions. Additionally, the aircraft he selects are listed under
"GO A/C" (or "SPARES, " as appropriate). In a similar manner he
can designate required elevator traffic. Spot sheets could be made
directly from this information by use of a copier or line printer.
Once the ACHO has completed the spotting task on the display,
squadrons know exactly where to concentrate their plane captains to
move aircraft and where special maintenance effort is required, and
are able to make pilot assignments to specific aircraft. (Under the
present system, the unsafe condition exists that pilots often receive
aircraft assignments so late that they must make a hurried and there-
fore cursory examination of the aircraft's maintenance record. )
C. ADVANTAGE OF SYSTEM
The major operational advantages of the system, as illustrated
by the above example, are:
1. Information from many sources is quickly and accurately
presented to the decision maker in a format that aids the
decision process. This is in direct contrast to the present
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method of operation where the ACHO must piece together
information from several sources and then perform in his
head the integration of fuel state, relative position of the
aircraft, status of the aircraft, proximity of aircraft to
operative power cables, and preference of squadron before
an intelligent decision can be made.
2. Since the computer instantly updates the displays, the
decision maker can be reasonably assured that he has the
most current information available.
3. Squadron personnel have the information available to
evaluate their maintenance scheduling and aircraft flight
requests within the scope of the entire flight deck and hanger
deck operation. Additionally, everyone (with a CRT ter-
minal available) is able to react immediately to the implica-
tions of the ACHO's spotting decisions as displayed on the
screen.
4. The application of the computer graphics system is not
limited to the flight deck spotting evolution described above.
Critical information from other subsystems such as weapons
and supply could just as easily be put into the system with
relevant data made available at interested stations.
5. The formats of the particular displays are easily alterable




6. Unlike the CADOCS system, this system operates within
the same organizational framework which is presently in
use. Thus if one or several terminals should fail, personnel
could fall back to methods that are currently practiced with-
out calamitous effect. (Even with the failure of one or two
terminals, those personnel affected would probably be close





The main fault of the system proposed by the CADOCS study
is that it attempted to achieve a closed-loop computer simulation of
a problem that is best solved by a man-in-the-loop, or interactive
system. In an interactive system the best traits of man and the
computer are brought together -- namely, man's ability to choose
between alternatives with subtle differences is combined with the
computer's superior data storage and retrieval capabilities. Since
the system proposed by this study is an interactive system, it could
be easily assimilated into the existing organizational framework,
requiring only minor changes to the present job structure of per-
sonnel. Thus in case of complete system failure, personnel could
easily revert to present methods of operation to meet mission
requirements.
An interactive graphics system presently provides the best
vehicle to distribute information in an integrated format to all
decisionmakers. Additionally, present state-of-the-art equipment
is reliable, inexpensive, easy to operate, has a long service life,
and would easily accommodate future growth of the system.
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B. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. An improved system of information dispersal would greatly
improve the efficiency of flight deck handling operations.
2. A computer graphics man-in-the-loop system is the best
approach for improving communication between the partici-
pants in the aircraft handling problem.
3. The feasibility of partial or full dedication of a few telephone
circuits for use as a data link between intelligent graphics
terminals should be studied. If use of these circuits is
determined to be infeasible, then consideration should be
given to the installation of special data link circuits as
reocmmended by the Carrier Aircraft Suitability Study,
Volume II, December 1971.
4. Types and locations of intelligent terminals should be in
accordance with the proposed system described in Chapter
III. The militarized versions of the terminals should have
a specified reliability of at least six months.
5. Development and implementation of a hand-held, portable
input device utilizing an EMCON- suitable radio transmitter
for flight deck data input would be a key factor in system
effectiveness.
6. To further justify implementation of the system, incorpora-
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To illustrate the principles of interactive graphics displays as
applied to the flight deck handling problem, a computer program was
written to aid the decision making process of the ACHO. The equip-
ment used was an XDS 9300 coupled with an Adage Graphics Ter-
minal (AGT/10).
The XDS 9300 is a medium sized, general purpose digital com-
puter system with 32K words of main core memory. The AGT/10
is a small general purpose digital computer with 8K words of main
memory and a magnetic disk for secondary storage. After initial
program load and data initialization, input to the system was via
the AGT/10 Graphics Terminal v/ith a lightpen, and output was vis-
ually displayed on the terminal screen.
The program logic was written in Fortran IV supplemented
with a few special assembly language subroutines which built up
the text blocks and graphics blocks for the buffers of the AGT/10.
In order to understand how rapid interaction is achieved via the
lightpen in the displays, it is necessary to discuss briefly two of
these subroutines.
The first to be discussed is a subroutine called TEXTO.
TEXTO allows the programmer to create one text block on the
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graphics terminal starting at a vertical line position and a horizontal
character position which he specifies. Each time TEXTO is called
using a different line and character position, a new text block is
created with a reference number one higher than the previous text
block. A complimentary subroutine was written to allow the deter-
mination of the text block number of an alphanumeric string already
displayed on the Graphics Terminal simply by touching a lightpen to
the region on the screen where the alphanumeric string is displayed.
As an illustration of the use of these subroutines, consider this
example: Display a number of options to the user on the Graphics
Terminal at various line and character positions by calling TEXTO
for each option to be displayed. Each phrase, representing a user
option, will thus have a different text block number associated with
it. Suppose one of the options displayed is the word "FLIGHT DECK".
In order to select this option, the user simply touches the lightpen
to the phrase "FLIGHT DECK' and the integer value of the number
of the textblock corresponding to this phrase is returned to the master
program. This value is then used in a logical expression to branch
the program to an appropriate algorithm; in this case, to create a
display of the Flight Deck.
The second special subroutine is called GRAPHO. GRAPHO
is similar to TEXTO, except that it creates graphics blocks instead
of text blocks. In this application, the representations of the flight
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deck and each individual aircraft were created by separate graphics
blocks. Thus by touching the lightpen to an aircraft, the number of
its graphics blocks is returned. In this program, a data matrix was
set up with the graphics block number of the aircraft corresponding
to the column in the matrix which contains data on the aircraft.
The program was written in a modular format, which uses a
separate subroutine for each major option selected by the user with
the light pen. Alteration of the job structure of a particular option
is easily achieved by changing the appropriate subroutine.
A matrix was established which contains the data needed to
establish the formal parameters of the subroutine TEXTO. Thus,
by using a single TEXTO statement in a DO-loop which increments
the rows of the parameter matrix, all of the master options and
supporting text can easily be displayed. Besides preserving the
correspondence of text block number to the option desired, the
matrix also permits rapid alteration of the format of the text on the
graphics terminal.
Appendix B and Appendix C describe the operation of the





This appendix discusses the specific actions required to operate
a program written to aid the spotting decisions of the Aircraft Hand-
ling Officer (ACHO). The program is controlled solely by use of a
lightpen on a CRT display shown in Figure 5. The display was
designed to both anticipate the informational needs of the ACHO and
provide a means for him to record his decisions.
The display itself is a depiction of the flight deck showing the
relative positions of aircraft. On the borders of the flight deck
the letters "PC" and "S" are displayed to indicate the locations of
power cables and SINS cables. These letters are normally dimly
displayed on the CRT; however, if one of the cables is inoperative,
the appropriate letter or letters are displayed brightly to alert
personnel requiring use of the cable.
Below the flight deck are listed various phrases representing
options which can be selected with a lightpen for the purpose of
directing the computer to perform various tasks. Operation of the
display is best explained by discussing what transpires upon selection
of an option or sequence of options. (The numbers in parenthesis
in Figure 5 are not actually on the CRT display but were added to
aid the following discussion. )
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*ADD A/C* (1)-- Selection of this option with the lightpen allows
the user to add the outline of an aircraft to the flight deck by select-
ing its side number with the lightpen from the "AIRBORNE" or
"HANGER DK" list. The outline will have the aircraft side number,
current fuel state, and preferred event number superposed. To
allow immediate positioning, the "MOVE" option will be automatically
selected by the computer.
*MOVE* (2) __ This option enables an aircraft already displayed
on the flight deck to be moved to a new location and/or be rotated to
a new orientation. After selecting *MOVE* an aircraft must be
designated by touching the lightpen to the outline of the aircraft to be
moved. Upon touching an aircraft, cursors will be displayed on the
center of the aircraft and forward of the nose of the aircraft. If the
lightpen is placed on the center cursors, the aircraft will follow the
lightpen anywhere on the display. If the lightpen is placed on the
forward cursors, the aircraft will rotate on its turning axis in the
direction the lightpen is moved. When the aircraft is in the desired
position, the lightpen is touched to a dot located between the center
and forward cursors, and a new aircraft may be designated for
movement. When all desired aircraft position changes have been




*8* (3)-- Selection of this symbol causes the computer to exit
from the "MOVE" mode.
*AIRBORNE* (4) or *HANGER DK* (5) -- Selection of one of
these options and an aircraft on the flight deck results in the removal
of both the outline and associated text of the aircraft from the flight
deck. The aircraft side number is then inserted by the computer
into either the airborne or hanger deck list, as appropriate, in
ascending numberical order to provide the ACHO a quick reference
of the general positions of all the aircraft.
*A/C INFORMATION- (6) -- Selection of this option and an
aircraft either on the flight deck or in the airborne/hanger deck
lists, presents the ACHO with current status information of the
selected aircraft. (The significance of the numbers in the status
data is explained in Appendix C. )
STATUS DISPLAYS (7)-- Selection of one of the options listed
under "STATUS DISPLAYS" will cause the CRT screen to blank
momentarily and a status list of the equipment referred to by the
option selected to appear on the screen. After obtaining the informa-
tion desired, the ACHO selects "RETURN" on the status list; and
the flight deck presentation will re-appear on the CRT.
The following options are related to creating a display of the
spotting plan in the lower- right section of the CRT. As the ACHO
creates the spotting plan display with the lightpen, the computer
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fills a matrix with his inputs so that the information can be sent to
the squadron terminals. "UP" (8) and "DOWN" (9) in the spotting
sheet refer to the direction the elevator will carry the aircraft; and
"1 *' "2", "3", "4" refer to the specific elevator which will transport
the aircraft. "GO A/C" are the aircraft that will be on the next
launch, and "SPARE" are the aircraft intended to replace any "GO
A/C" that are disqualified for the next launch.
*UP* (8) or *DOWN* (9)-- Selection of one of these options
and designation of an elevator number (*1#, *2*, #3*, or *4*) permits
the ACHO to enter side numbers of aircraft on the flight deck or in
the hanger deck list into a particular part of the spotting plan. For
example, to designate aircraft 101 and 103 for movement up elevator
one, the ACHO touches -UP* (8) and *1* with the lightpen and then
touches 101 and 103 in the "HANGER DK" list. When all aircraft that
are desired to be listed for travel on a particular elevator have been
chosen, *STOP* (12) is designated. Now aircraft may be listed under
a different elevator/direction if desired, or the same elevator/direc-
tion may be re-selected for further additions.
*GO A/C* (10) or -SPARE* (11)-- Selection of one of these
options allows the ACHO to add side numbers of aircraft to the
"GO A/C" or "SPARE" list by designating aircraft on the flight deck
or in the hanger deck list. When the aircraft desired have been
added, *STOP* (12) is selected.
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*STOP* (12)_- Selection of this option notifies the computer to
discontinue (until further notice) adding aircraft to the list within
the spotting plan which was currently being operated upon.
*DELETE* (13)-- This option permits the ACHO to delete one
aircraft from any list within the spotting plan by touching the lightpen
to that aircraft. For each aircraft to be deleted, the option must be
re-selected.
*SPOT PLAN COMPLETE* (14)-- Selection of this option causes
the word "COMPLETE" followed by an identification number to appear
at the bottom of the spotting plan in order to signal squadron person-
nel that no further changes are made. If a change is subsequently
necessary, the "COMPLETE" label disappears when one of the
change options is selected; and a bell sounds at squadron terminals.
When the ACHO makes the additional changes and re-selects *SPOT
PLAN COMPLETE* (14), the word "COMPLETE" again appears at
the bottom of the spotting plan, but the accompanying identification
number is incremented by one to alert squadron maintenance personnel
(who may have missed the bell signal) that there is a new spotting
plan.
*BLANK* (15)-- This option clears the spotting plan of all
aircraft side numbers. Since accidental selection of this option
could represent a significant loss of time to the ACHO, a safety
factor is built into the option. If this option is selected, the word
"BLANK*" brightens and increases in size; and the computer delays
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for two seconds. If, in fact, the ACHO did desire to blank the spot-
ting plan, he must select *BLANK* (15) again; otherwise, the display-
is not affected.
*SQUAD STAT BRD* (16)-- This option is used in this pre-
liminary program to provide the user access to a display that would





DISPLAY OF SQUADRON MAINTENANCE
This appendix discusses the specific actions required to operate
a program written to aid squadron personnel in maintaining computer-
held data concerning the status of their aircraft. Input to the computer
is achieved solely through use of a graphics terminal and lightpen.
The upper half of the display lists the status of each of the squad-
ron's aircraft according to the format shown in Figure 7. The lower
half of the display provides squadron personnel the capability of alter-
ing the data in each status line. (The numbers in parenthesis in
Figure 7 are for use in the following discussion and are not actually
displayed on the CRT. )
Before explaining how data in each status line are altered an
explanation of the data itself is necessary. (The numbers of the
following list refer to the numbers in parenthesis on Figure 7. )
1. This field of the status line indicates the general location
of the aircraft according to the following code --
F, flight deck; H, hanger deck; and A, airborne. This
information is automatically updated on the squadron display
by inputs into the system from other terminals.
2. This field contains aircraft side number.
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3. This field contains either "UP" or "DN" (down) and des-
cribes the overall condition of the aircraft. If squadron
personnel enter "DN" in this field, the aircraft will not
be used for flight.
4. This field contains the Julian date and time the aircraft
went into a down status.
5. This field contains the Julian date and time the squadron
estimates the aircraft will be returned to an up status.
If an estimated up-time cannot be given because the aircraft
is ashore and not under squadron control, "BEACH* is
listed in this field. If an estimated up-time cannot be given
because parts to correct the downing discrepancy on the
aircraft are not available, "NORS" (Not Operationally Ready,
Supply) is listed in this field.
6. This field lists the current fuel state of the aircraft in
hundreds of pounds and is normally updated via data link
from the flight deck. However, if the squadron is aware
of an error in the fuel state shown, they can update this
field.
7. Remarks may be placed in this field by the squadron to
identify the specific problems of the aircraft or to make
requests to the ACHO.
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In order to alter any part of the status line, the user selects the
option "CHANGE STATUS* with the lightpen and then selects the
status line to be changed by touching any part of the status line with
the lightpen. The status line, as it appears in the list, is then dup-
licated by the computer in the "CHANGE STATUS BOX" (8) with
asterisks appearing in the fields that contained blanks. The user
can now make desired alterations of the status line in the "CHANGE
STATUS BOX. " Upon touching the text displayed (or asterisk if the
field was blank in the status list) in the field to be changed, that
field is selected for update and entries may be made into the field
from the list of options below the "CHANGE BOX. " If, for example,
the Julian data/time, 168/1400, is desired in field (9) of aircraft
304, the procedure would be:
1. Touch the asterisks in field (9) with the lightpen. (The field
will go blank to indicate it is ready to accept new information. )
2. Below the "CHANGE STATUS BOX" touch the lightpen
successively to the symbols, #1*, *6*, :;: 8 :;: , * 1*, *4*, *0*,
and *0*. As each number is touched it will appear in the
correct position of field (9). After field (9) is filled,
another field may be selected, if desired, and its contents
may be changed in a similar manner by utilizing the list of
options below the "CHANGE BOX. "
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If it is desired to "blank" a field, touch the lightpen to the desired
field; but instead of selecting an entry from below, either select
another field for update or terminate the "CHANGE STATUS* mode
by selecting "UPDATE" (10).
There are two ways to exit the "CHANGE STATUS" (7) mode:
1. Select "UPDATE" (10). This will cause the data in the
"CHANGE STATUS BOX" (8) to replace the data of the
appropriate aircraft in the status list above. (At the same
time, this new data is sent by data link to update that air-
craft's status on the other terminals. )
2. Select "NO CHANGE" (11). This will cause the "CHANGE
STATUS BOX" to blank and will effect no change in the status
list above.
The option labeled "FLT DK" (12) blanks the squadron status
board display and gives the user the flight deck presentation used
by the ACHO.
The chief advantages of the display described above were found
to be:
1. Quick entry of data into the computer system.
2. The display allows easy correction of errors made by the
operator.
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